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We at Smart Infrastructure Division in Siemens Ltd. is one of the top tier global suppliers of

products, systems, solutions, and services for the efficient, reliable, and intelligent

transmission and distribution of electrical power. As the trusted partner for the development

and extension of an efficient and reliable power infrastructure that industry and the portfolio

they need.Should be able to handle Electronics components (both active & passive),

connectors, mechanical assemblies, packaging commodity independently.Identify and

manage procurement risks, opportunities, potential changes, and claims during the entire

lifecycle of a product.Ensure resilience supply chain and further develop supply base.Develop

and implement sustainable strategic procurement activities.Should be able to use &

communicate with global procurement network of category manager / purchasing

council.Ensure an industry leading sourcing process, incl. control of the spend and ensuring

purchase-to-pay compliance.Drive continuous improvement & digitalization.Develop,

manage and engage preferred suppliers to drive supplier innovation and

performance.Manage demand from internal customers.To increase CNI (Contribution to Net

Income) through Negotiations PPC & other strategic leversResponsible for Negotiations -

Driving cost reduction, Price & contract negotiationWhat you bring to the table:5+ yrs.

experience as a procurement professionalBE in Electronics/ BE in Electronics &

Telecommunication MandatoryProfound knowledge of SCM and preferably electronics

businessExcellent ability to communicate and collaborate with various stakeholders across

the business.Ability to build trust and confidence quickly and professionally.Adhere to our core

values of being humble, hardworking, having the ability to execute – getting things done,
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being smart with regards to people, processes & problem solvingGood knowledge of

electronic auctions and bids (e-auctions/ e-bids)Knowledge of various Siemens tools like SCM

Star, CORA, PUMA, SCM Core, Nexus QES SAP.Interest in digital & automating

solutionsWE’VE GOT QUITE A LOT TO OFFER, HOW ABOUT YOU?We’re Siemens. A

collection of over 379,000 minds building the future, one day at a time in over 200

countries. We're dedicated to equality, and we encourage applications that reflect the

diversity of the communities we work in. All employment decisions at Siemens are based on

qualifications, merit and business need. Bring your curiosity and creativity and help us shape

tomorrow.
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